Personal comment to
Medicine and aesthetic surgery of the body
Maurizio Priori and many other authors

And again aesthetic medicine and surgery! But this time it is about the body, a less treated area, but
still very important. We often tend to unite the concept aesthetic medicine and facial treatment. But
also the body, from neck and décolleté to hands, breasts and so on, these are very important areas
and have to be proposed to our patients for a treatment.
So, an interesting book that goes over interesting subjects besides being very important to me, since
I am one of the authors.
And here there are the others:

Maurizio Priori, president of SIES, and coordinators of the book, always committed for this
important Scientific Italian Society and lately committed to interesting book, first about face and then
about body.
Matteo Basso and Emanuela Di Lella, together in their private and working life and now also as
authors, dear friends and colleagues who pay attentions to any news.
Rosalba Russo and Salvatore Fundarò often together in their working and teaching life in
particular for Sies and Valet, good teachers, very prepared and well known in our “aesthetic
community”!!!
Maurizio Cavallini, dear friends and plastic surgeon in Milan, he is an expert and teaches in Italy
and abroad, always prepared to answer to some question with the tranquility of a person who knows
what he is talking about.
Bruno Giacomo Carrari, not much in evidence, but so important in the organizing process and
always present who, with such a precision, talked about hair removal.
Attilio Cavezzi, he is a phlebologist, and always avant-garde in everything that regards the “fluids
dynamics” of legs!!! How many discussions with him and Lorenzo Tessari about sclerotherapy and
mousse.
And all the surgeons, from Fabio Ingallina to Alessandro Gennai, from Sebastiano Montoneri
to Fabio Marini, from Vincenzo Gambino to Renato Fortuna.
To the dear Elena Fasola, prepared in all aesthetic fields, but an expert of lasers.
In the end my friend Enrico Follador, unfortunately passed away last year. Great doctor, always
careful to any activities of teaching and improvement of our profession, co-authors in my
publications, irreplaceable help for advice.
I am honored I had the chance to collaborate to this edition of the book for an entire chapter and I
have to thank my friend Maurizio, I hope he will consult me again for future initiatives.
Alessio Redaelli

